This is an amazing, action-packed program! Students take two courses examining the psychological, political, and environmental after-effects of periods of violence, turmoil, and conflict. They will witness first-hand the socio-cultural and environmental footprints left behind by violence and sustained poverty in developing countries. In Rwanda they will work with the Genocide Memorial Group, visiting memorial sites, meeting with NGOs, and attending cultural events. In Uganda they will spend time learning from local NGOs who work on sociopolitical and mental health issues. They will explore the pros and cons of international intervention and humanitarian aid, and the challenges of working to improve social, political, and environmental conditions on the ground.

Students take the following course:
- PSYC 315/410/AFST: Emerging from Violence

And choose one from the following:
- PSYC 315/410/ ENVT 352: Psychology of Social Change
- AFST/WGST: Negotiating Resources and Gender in Civic Spaces

July- Mid-August, 2021 | $5,750*
*(subject to change & does not include tuition)
"To learn about the happenings and political events of a specific region of the world while in Charleston is one thing, but to physically be in said region is a completely different experience. Not only does it make the learning more interesting, but also it makes it more impactful and authentic—not to mention you are with incredible friends and professors all the while!" - Benjamin S, Summer 2019

**Financing Study Abroad:**
- Pay CofC in-state tuition or reduced out-of-state tuition
- The Center for International Education offers scholarships from $500-$1,500; additional scholarships available through other CofC departments
- You may be eligible for additional financial aid during the summer term

**Faculty Information:**
Rwanda & Uganda Program Director:
Dr. Jen Wright- wrightjj1@cofc.edu
Meg Goettsches- goettschesms@cofc.edu

**To Learn More:**
Visit us online:
http://international.cofc.edu

Apply online:
https://cofc.via-trm.com

Schedule an advising appointment:
https://am.battery.cofc.edu/casamonline/

Call us: (843)953-7661
Email us: studyabroad@cofc.edu

**Find us on Social Media:**
- Facebook @cofcinternational
- Instagram @cofcabroad
- Twitter @cofcstudyabroad

**Read Our Student Blog:**
https://cofcabroad.wordpress.com/